imulating physically realistic complex fluid behaviors in a distributed interactive simulation (DIS) presents a challenging problem for computer graphics researchers. Such behaviors include driving boats through water, stirring liquids, blending differently colored fluids, mixing insolubles such as oil and water, rain falling and flowing on a terrain, and fluids interacting. These capabilities are useful in computer art, advertising, education, entertainment, and training.
4
proposed alternative models based on ocean wave equations. Their approaches avoid solving the differential equations of fluids and suit only ocean waves. Miller and Pearce 5 presented a particle system for animating viscous fluids that represents particles throughout the fluid's volume, incurring significant computational costs. Terzopoulos, Platt, and Fleischer 6 used molecular dynamics to model the process of solids transforming into liquids; their approach is also computationally expensive for obtaining the behaviors we desire. Kass and Miller 7 animated fluid using simplified shallow water equations. Though they solved the equations in their differential form, Kass and Miller's method is not general enough to model complex phenomena entailing variations in the Reynolds number-which controls whether a fluid is laminar or turbulent-or that include moving (self-propelled) objects. Goss 8 used a particle system to model ship wakes in real time, but his approach was not based on physics and does not host any other fluid properties or behaviors besides artificial ship wakes.
Wejchert and Haumann 9 presented a model for inviscid irrotational flow, applicable only to limited situations of objects in a wind field. Stam and Fiume 10 proposed a method that models turbulent wind fields but lacks any physical basis.
To provide a physical foundation for general fluid animation, you must use the Navier-Stokes equations, which embody Newton's second law in fluids, and the governing equations of general fluid flow. Several researchers in computer graphics have acknowledged this. 7, 9, 10 However, none of the previous methods solved these equations because of the effort involved in deriving a solution method and the time needed to obtain a solution on commonly available workstations. While researchers in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) extensively study computational physical fluids models, their goals are constrained to obtain highly accurate and completely descriptive simulations of fluid behaviors.
Recently, we developed a CFD method using the Navier-Stokes equations. 11 It reduces the time and cost of computing these behaviors from the resolution's cube to the resolution's square and yields results in real time. Of course, the simulation speed depends on the calculated area's size and resolution. On a Silicon Graphics Onyx, the model runs at 20 frames per second with a fluid grid size of 140 by 64, which satisfies many realtime simulation applications. We use "real time" to mean that the frame rate of the physically based modeling and simulation occurs at an interactive rate of human perception. However, our physically based model ignores the fluid's depth and therefore cannot satisfy simulations in a networked virtual environment.
Instead of calculating the fluid behavior through a volume, that is, calculating the 3D Navier-Stokes equations, we computed the full incompressible 2D Navier-Stokes equations. 12 Then we raised the fluid's surface according to the corresponding pressures in the flow field, thus obtaining the surface points' third dimension. We can justify using the pressures to simulate the fluid surface fluctuations because higher pressures at the fluid's base cause taller columns of the surface above due to the fluid's incompressibility. (We discuss the technical justification for this in the section "3D fluid surface animation.") This method reduces the expense from the resolution's cube to the resolution's square without losing the 3D effects and the power of the Navier-Stokes equations. We have demonstrated the simulation of different kinds of fluid flows and their vector fields in real time on commonly available workstations, such as a Silicon Graphics Indigo. We have also simulated floating objects in fluids, moving (self-propelled) objects in fluids, and blending of fluids of different colors in real time by employing the fluid flow velocity and pressure field.
To simulate fluid flow in a dynamic virtual environment, we accounted for the changes of the fluid volume and boundaries when the fluid flows and accumulates. We also extended the general fluid model to let fluid generate and flow freely anywhere on a dynamic terrain surface. We demonstrated this by implementing a bulldozer, which can change the terrain's shape and thus the fluid's constraining boundaries, with the fluid following the modified terrain. With these extensions, the fluid model can integrate into a DIS and offer a reasonably realistic simulated environment.
We did not investigate fluids in a networked environment due to the lack of existing modeling and simulation techniques. Synchronizing physical activities such as fluid flows in a DIS proves important to guarantee fast and accurate simulation. In this article, we introduce a mechanism that uses a uniform time scale-proportional to the clock time and variable time-slicing-to synchronize physical models such as fluids in the networked environment for DIS.
Navier-Stokes equations
Navier-Stokes equations derive from Newton's second law. 13 The following equations are the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible flow:
where ρ is the density, p is the pressure, µ is the viscosity, and gx, gy, and gz are the gravity vectors.
The differential continuity equation for incompressible flow,
is used together with Navier-Stokes equations to determine the relationships between velocities and pressures.
We can put the Navier-Stokes equations (Equations 1, 2, and 3) and the differential continuity equation (Equation 4) into the following compact vectorial form:
where the gradient vector operator V = ui + vj + wk, and g = gxi + gyj + gzk. Equation 5 is the governing equation of fluid dynamics. Its solution is complicated by the nonlinear terms on the left-hand side and the requirement of simultaneous solution of velocities and pressures-it represents one of the major computational challenges in fluid mechanics. NavierStokes equations without external forces can be written in the dimensionless form
where Re is the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is a parameter that indicates the fluid's viscosity. If the Reynolds number is relatively small, the fluid is viscous and the flow laminar; if it is large, the fluid tends to be inviscid and the flow turbulent. Therefore, the results of the Navier-Stokes equations with different Reynolds numbers correspond to the behaviors of different kinds of fluids.
Surface implementation
In our approach, we use the corresponding pressures in a 2D fluid flow field to simulate the fluid surface behaviors. Therefore, we only need to compute the 2D Navier-Stokes equations. We present the 2D discretization and computation method below.
Numerical discretization
Several approaches exist in computational fluid dynamics to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. 12 Here we employ a finite-difference solution technique that uses a penalty method, 
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The spatial discretization of Equations 7 and 8 in 2D employs the staggered marker and cell mesh (see Figure  1) . We consider an explicit discretization as follows:
where i, j are fluid-flow field coordinates, n represents the current state, and n + 1 represents the next state after a time-step of ∆t.
The difference operators are defined by
The terms are the approximations of 
Numerical stability considerations
The stability of the numerical computation depends on many factors. Rather than present a lengthy mathematical analysis of stability conditions, we later present (in the section "Application examples") a number of choices of convergence parameters, each user adjustable even during the course of a simulation. In a simulation, you can adjust some parameters to the safe zone or dynamically update these parameters to achieve stability and other special effects.
For example, we can simulate different kinds of fluids by changing the Reynolds number and the fluid behaves differently. However, a higher Reynolds number in the calculation might result in numerical divergence, while a lower Reynolds number will result in numerical convergence. We can specify a very high Reynolds number to achieve some specific turbulent behavior but reduce the Reynolds number before the numerical calculation diverges. This way, we can use a simple numerical method to achieve behaviors not possible for a constant parameter. Although this is not an accurate fluid computation, it suffices for fluid animation for certain phenomena.
Here we simply point out that the numerical calculations tend to stabilize if we choose smaller dt and Re . and larger dx, dy, and ε values. The trade-off is that a smaller dt will result in a slower simulation; a smaller Re will result in quieter fluid behavior (tending to laminar); and a larger dx, dy, and ε will result in greater errors in the simulation.
3D fluid surface animation
After calculating the 2D fluid flow field's velocity vectors and pressures, we can draw a current frame of velocity field. For a given grid (i, j) in the flow field,
we can draw a velocity vector from (i, j) to (i + ui;j, j + vi;j). By raising the grid (i, j) in the third dimension to the scale of pi;j, we can draw the fluid velocity field in a 3D surface. Using the Bernoulli equation-a basic fluid mechanics equation satisfied along two points on the same streamline-justifies the pressures to simulate the fluid surface height:
where V1 and V2 are the velocities at point 1 (P1) and point 2 (P2) respectively, g is the gravity, h1 and h2 are the heights, p1 and p2 are the pressures, and ρ is the density of the fluid (see Figure 2) . To simplify the analysis, we consider the velocities at the two points to be equal, that is, V1 = V2. We assume P1 lies on the surface of the fluid, and P2 lies on the 2D surface used to calculate the 2D Navier-Stokes equations as shown in Figure 2 . We can see that the fluid's surface has a constant pressure (that is, the pressure of the atmosphere, p1 = constant) and the height of the 2D surface is constant (h2 = constant). Therefore, for our purpose, we can simplify Equation 23 as follows:
Since g, ρ, p1, and h2 are all constants, we can see that the height of h1 is proportional to the pressure p2. In particular, when p2 = p1, h1 = h2.
Therefore, as the real-time calculations and drawing progress, we can animate the velocity vectors of the points on the fluid's surface. For example, given a channel flow with a boundary condition (specified later in the section "Applications examples") for a dam on a river, we can have frames of the animation of the velocity field as in Figure 3a , where yellow indicates levels above zero, white indicates those equal to zero, and blue indicates those below zero. By shading and lighting the surface of the flow field, we obtain frames of the same simulation of the channel flow as shown in Figure 3b . So for a fluid flow, we have obtained not only the simulation of the fluid surface, but also the velocity field on the surface, thus providing the velocities of all visible points on the fluid. This information is important because it applies to simulating floating objects with the speed of the fluid.
Volume conservation and fluid flow
The pressure-height 3D surface behavior does not include the fluid volume and fluid flow boundary changes, making it difficult to simulate flows that depend on the simulated environment. In many applications, such as simulations involving a dynamic terrain, fluid flow interacts with the environment. For example, a bulldozer could break a dam, causing water to flow from the breach and over soil that changes continually. Therefore, fluid conservation and the interaction of the flowing fluid with its environment are important issues to address. We now introduce a method that calculates the fluid flow and volume conservation necessary for complementing the physical fluid surface behavior simulation. Hence, our general fluid model allows fluid to generate anywhere on a terrain surface, and the flow follows the environment's 3D contours. It allows changing boundaries and accounts for the fluid's depth. With these capabilities, the fluid model integrates into the dynamic terrain within a DIS. Our approach has many advantages-it does not confine fluid boundaries, it conserves fluid volume, and it synchronizes fluid behaviors in the distributed interactive simulation. The source list contains fluid source pointers and state information. A fluid source pointer provides the location (x, y) and the rate of flow (r) of a fluid source on a terrain (see Figure 4) . Fluids generate from sources in the source list.
Data structure
The tip list, a temporary list, connects all points that are currently at the tips of the fluid flow (Figure 4) . It lets us calculate the fluid's leading edge until it arrives at the endpoints where it will accumulate. Flow rates are calculated and carried along the fluid flow with the tips. Notice that those fluid points between a fluid source and a fluid tip are neither in the source list nor in the tip list. They are points along the path of fluid flow from the source to the tip. When a fluid tip expands to a point where the fluid ceases to flow because it is lower than all its surrounding points, we reclassify the tip as an endpoint where fluid accumulates. The endpoint joins the end list, which contains locations where fluid accumulates (see Figure 5) .
The end list contains fluid states, fluid surface heights (h), fluid surface areas (W), pointers to fluid boundaries, and pointers to fluid endpoints (x, y) and flow rates (r). Fluid state information tells whether the current fluid volume is growing. Fluid surface height lets us draw the surface at its corresponding height. Flow rate and surface area together determine the fluid height changes for any particular point in time. The fluid boundary, or perimeter, links to a list of the fluid surface's boundary points (see Figure 6 ). The structure is convenient for DIS because we only need to send the fluid heights and boundaries across the network to describe the same fluid areas and depths on different simulators. Note, the source list, the tip list, and the end list coexist in a fluid flow and terrain environment, although to simplify the explanation we did not draw them together.
Fluid flow volume conservation calculation
Fluid flow calculation includes adding fluid at source . points, expanding fluid at tip points, and accumulating fluid at endpoints.
Update a source. When a user specifies a source and a rate of flow, a new fluid source node is created in the source list and in the tip list. Initially, the fluid source state is set to active. When a fluid source is stopped or removed, that is, when no more fluid flows from the current fluid source, we set the state of the source to inactive (state equals 0). Then, we iteratively trace the fluid flow from the inactive source points to the endpoints, removing all the fluid flow points along the path. Note that if two sources flow together at some intermediate point, our data structure maintains two separate entries, one associated with each source. In this process, we remove only the entry associated with the inactive source. Thus we can have many user input fluid sources generating fluids and eliminate many dried fluid sources.
Flow at the tips. Fluid tips in the tip list are processed by expanding to new locations, that is, new tips. When this occurs, the current tips delink from the tip list and become inner points of the fluid flow. Every fluid tip is a temporary structure, used only once. We use it to find the next positions to which the fluid flows from its current position according to the environment (that is, the shape of the terrain, which, in this case, consists of elevation posts). A tip searches its surrounding points (namely, elevation posts), and the next positions are those points lower than the current point. Dividing the fluid flow rate by the number of the next positions yields the flow rate passed on to these next positions. If this position is a local lowest point on the terrain, then no next position exists. In this case, fluid will start to accumulate, and this point joins the end list. Otherwise, new fluid tips are generated as children of the current tip and added to the current tip list. The current fluid tip is removed from the tip list, and becomes an inner point of the fluid flow.
Accumulate at the ends. The points in the end list are points where fluid accumulates. Processing the end list updates the fluid surface heights, surface areas, surface boundaries, and mergers of fluid boundaries.
We have said that the fluid flow rate travels with fluid flow points to the ends. Given the fluid flow rate r at an endpoint, the fluid volume (V) to add to the current location at an iteration is
If the elevation of the environment around the current fluid surface approximates the height of the current fluid surface, the fluid will expand to its surrounding area at the rate corresponding to the volume V. Assuming that without raising the fluid surface, each elevation post (point) takes a unit of fluid volume and the surrounding area has P points to receive a portion of V, then the fluid will expand to P* (P* ≤ V) points. The fluid surface area W will update as W = W + P*. The neighboring points of the current fluid area are randomly chosen. If P < V, then P* = P, else P* = V ≤ P. If the surrounding points of current fluid surface lie above the fluid surface, the fluid surface will rise according to the added volume and surface area. The surface height rise ∆h is calculated by
When the fluid has a boundary point lower than the current fluid surface height by a preset threshold, we reclassify the current boundary point as a new fluid source by adding it to the source list and the tip list with the current flow rate. Then the current fluid stops expanding.
When two fluid surfaces start to intersect with each other, we merge these two surfaces into one fluid surface. You can see that when two surfaces start to intersect, their surface heights are close to each other. Rather than calculating boundary intersections, we use a marker method to detect the intersection. Calculating intersections between fluid surfaces proves expensive. When fluid expands to a post, it marks the current post. When fluid expands to an already marked post, it detects an intersection, and the current post is used to find the intersected surface.
The calculations above produce the fluid's footprint for dynamically changing terrain. Our 2D Navier-Stokes system works within this footprint to achieve a realistic looking simulation. The above data structures can be used in a DIS. We can simulate a fluid on one host, sending data in the end list to networked simulators. The end list provides the fluid height and surface boundaries. This information is sufficient to reproduce similar fluid surface appearances on networked simulators. Therefore, only the fluid end lists on network simulators need to be updated, keeping network traffic to a minimum. We will further explain the method of synchronizing physically based modeling in a DIS later, in the section "Synchronization in DIS."
Application examples
In all the examples given here, unless otherwise specified the initial values of the Reynolds number Re = 300, grid size in the x and y directions is 1 meter, time slice ∆t = 0.001 second, penalty parameter ε = 0.005, and fluid field size is X × Y where 60 ≤ X ≤ 120 and 60 ≤ Y ≤ 120. . and external if it has both internal and external boundaries. The fluid boundary changes determine the fluid area, but the fluid boundary condition changes determine the fluid behavior. Therefore, the boundary conditions prove important in achieving the required fluid flow simulation. The boundary conditions can be fixed or moving-they are inputs to the computation. Figure 3c (dam flow with vortices) .
Fixed or movable boundary conditions
We can iteratively modify the boundary conditions to change the fluid behaviors. Therefore, depending on the applications, the boundary conditions can be fixed, movable, not modified, or modified at each step. For example, by specifying a small internal boundary area inside the fluid flow field and moving the area and its boundary conditions in the fluid field, we can achieve the behavior of a boat moving inside the fluid. Providing the initial and boundary conditions of a channel flow as ui +1/2;j = 30 + (Y − j) * j/Y, vi;j +1/2 = 0, and pi;j = 0, ui +1/2;0 = vi;1/2 = ui +1/2;Y−1 = vi;Y −3/2 = 0, u1/2;j = (u1/2;j + u3/2;j)/2, v0;j +1/2 = 0, uX −3/2;j = (uX −3/2;j + uX −1/2;j )/2, and vX −1;j+1/2 = (vX −1;j+1/2 + vX −2;j+1/2 )/2 for all i = 0, 1, . . ., X − 1 and j = 0, 1, . . ., Y − 1, then such a moving boat can be represented as ui +1/2;j = WakeSpeed, ui −1/2;j+1 = WakeSpeed, ui −1/2;j−1 = WakeSpeed where (i; j) is the current location of the moving boat, which in our example repeatedly changes along the path from (0; Y/2), (1; Y/2), . . ., to (X − 1; Y/2) and where WakeSpeed equals the current boat speed. These conditions result in the animation frames shown in Figure 7 . These conditions amount to setting the fluid velocities in the internal boundary area in correspondence with the movement of the boat. If the internal boundary area moves slowly, the wake behind the area is very small, producing the effect of a sail boat in the fluid as shown in Figure 7a (WakeSpeed = 50). Compare this with the result in Figure 7b , in which the area moves fast, causing a large and turbulent wake simulating the effect of a speed boat (WakeSpeed = 70). We can put several internal movable boundary conditions together into the fluid to achieve the animation of different boats in the same fluid. Later, we'll discuss the blending of fluids of different colors and the drifting of objects shown in Figure 7b .
Fixed or changeable boundaries
The fluid boundary can also be fixed or changeable. Note that the change of the fluid boundaries differs from the change of fluid boundary conditions. The fluid boundary changes determine the fluid footprint on a terrain; the fluid boundary condition changes determine the fluid surface behavior. The channel flow in Figure 3 is an example of a fixed boundary. The fluid flow field has a fixed given area, while the general flow on a terrain as shown in Figure 8 has changeable external boundaries. Users can control the movement of the green straw in Figure 8 , which specifies the location of the current fluid source. .
Viscous or inviscid fluid flow
Floating objects and color elements in the velocity field
The fluid velocity field provides a convenient tool to simulate objects floating in the fluid. Floating objects will flow in the fluid field with the velocities at their current locations. When an object reaches a new position, its velocity changes to the velocity at that position.
A simple method mixes fluids of different colors, producing a realistic look of color blending, as follows. We consider fluids of different colors to contain elements of different colors that can mix their colors when they flow to the same grid position in the flow field. Each element updates its color and the grid position's color to which it travels by averaging the grid color and all elements at the same grid position. The color elements float in the fluid with the velocities at their current locations. Figures 3b and 7b display results from this approach.
Fluid in a dynamic virtual environment
We use a soil slippage model to show how the boundaries change and how to conserve volume in a dynamic virtual environment. Figure 9a shows the fluid flow in a dynamic terrain in which a bulldozer will break the dam. Figures 9b and 9c show the fluid flow after this happens. A user can place fluid sources at any point on the terrain. The fluid will emanate from these points and follow the environment. We calculated and animated the soil slippage and fluid flow in real time.
Synchronization in DIS
An entity is an object such as a bulldozer, boat, piece of changing terrain, or even a piece of fluid surface simulated in a DIS. Each entity has a local variable (lastTime) that records the last time this entity updated its state. When an entity begins to update its state, it can read the simulator's clock to get the current time (currentTime) and subtract the lastTime to determine the period between the current time and the last time the state was updated. This period equals the time slice passed; its value, together with the old state, determines the new state. At the same time, lastTime updates to currentTime.
Each entity proceeds at its own pace-synchronized by our clock's uniform time scale. The whole system is synchronized in the sense that, at a certain instance, all entities have advanced approximately the same amount of time. For a simulator with a fast simulation cycle, the time slice tends to be small and the fidelity high; for a simulator with a slow simulation cycle, the time slice tends to be large and the fidelity low. This synchronization ensures that all entities use the same time scale.
When an entity updates its corresponding entities on a different host, it sends its current state to them. They update their states by the received state and the network delay. When an entity receives a message, it computes the network delay between the time the message was sent and when it was received. When the sender sends a message including the current time information of the sender's clock, the receiver decides the network delay of the received message by looking at its own clock and the time information sent with the received message. For example, if we know that the time difference between simulator 1 and simulator 2 is exactly three seconds (simulator 1 is three seconds earlier than simulator 2), then if simulator 2 sends a message to simulator 1 at 12:00:04 p.m. (on simulator 2's clock) and simulator 1 receives the message at 12:00:03 p.m. (of simulator 1's clock), we know the network delay equals two seconds.
Two major advantages of this synchronization mechanism exist. One is that it needs very little network information. Synchronization does not result from sending messages across the network. The other advantage is that you can predict activities and record time elapses of events. For example, if we know the speed of a vehicle, then we can predict its position ahead of the simulation at an instance. Thus, the simulated environments provide a better perception of real-world time.
Existing efforts in physically based modeling have used different approaches and physical laws (such as Newton's second laws, energy equations, Lagrange equations, and Navier-Stokes equations) to achieve modeling and simulation. All these physical laws are functions of time. The numerical simulations of these physical laws include calculating current state from last state and the time passed between last and current states. In a standalone simulation, ∆t n is often a chosen constant allowing the same numerical stability for all n values. In a real-time DIS, three major activities exist between states of simulation as shown in Figure 10 : processing (network) messages and other information, calculating next states of the (physical) entities, and rendering the calculated entities graphically. To achieve real-time simulation, all the activities cannot be slower than certain thresholds.
The network synchronization method introduced earlier synchronizes the network activities and minimizes the network traffic in DIS. However, it could happen that the varying time slices between states are so big that the numerical computation for physically based modeling diverges. As we know in physically based modeling and simulation, the time slice must remain smaller than a certain criterion to retain numerical stability and to limit the numerical offset error. For example, the numerical calculations of the Navier-Stokes equations need small time slices to retain numerical stability.
Here we provide a time differential solution for this problem. Instead of using a big time interval ∆tn, we can differentiate it into smaller time slices satisfying the numerical calculation requirements of the physical equations. For example, if we know that ∆t satisfies these requirements, we still use it to calculate the physical equations regardless of the varying time slice between simulation states, yet we can also synchronize all the physical models' activities in the network. When we get ∆tn larger than ∆t, we can divide ∆tn into a number of ∆t values and calculate the activities of the physical phenomena ∆tn/∆t times. The residue of the time division can be added to the next simulation period. If ∆tn proves smaller than ∆t, we can consider it as a residue time and add it to the next simulation period. Figure 11 illustrates this process. Notice the difference between the time slice used to calculate the state changes and the time slice between state changes.
In cases where the time slice is small but the physical phenomena evolve so fast that the animation appears jumpy (temporally aliased) after a series of calculations, we can render every frame after each numerical calculation (see Figure 12) . This situation occurs when we simulate fast particle movements in a DIS.
Discussion and conclusion
Although our fluid model examples are simple and limited, they can serve as a testbed to simulate many more fluid phenomena by changing the boundary conditions, adding interactions between fluids and objects, mixing fluids of different properties, and adding fluids at different locations in the dynamic virtual environment.
However, our fluid model does have some limitations. Specifically, the 2D solution with the addition of pressures is not physically equivalent to the solution of 3D Navier-Stokes equations, which precisely describes the fluid behavior. For example, the boat wakes don't show differential wave curvature. The images look rigid compared to real water. Our model cannot be used for any accurate engineering purpose. However, it is useful in applications where the fluid effects are more important than the accuracies of the computational results. In a simulated virtual environment for real-time pilot train- ing, for example, the real-time fluid behaviors will greatly enhance the realities of the training environment. The boat wakes can provide pilots with useful visual cues even without accurate results. Some other problems remain. For example, the simulation may not stay stable after a long period of time if the Reynolds number is too high. Also, our fluid model does not account for fluid jump and fluid refraction. In subsequent work we plan to model the interactions between floating objects and fluid and address some of the problems.
We are currently working on improving our fluid model and using it for interactive distance learning and a networked training environment. s
